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The 7th Jungian Odyssey Annual Conference & Retreat 

LOVE 
Traversing Its 

Peaks and Valleys 
June 9–16, 2012 

Hotel Paxmontana 
Flüeli-Ranft, Switzerland 

“… I have again and again been faced with the mystery  
of love and have never been able to explain what it is.”  

CG Jung 

Details & Registration 
www.jungianodyssey.ch 

info@jungianodyssey.ch 

Keynote Speaker  Ann Ulanov, PhD  
Special Guests  James Hollis, PhD 

Mark Hederman, PhD, Abbot of Glenstal 

With Faculty and Friends 

Katharina Casanova, lic. phil. 
Marco Della Chiesa, Prof. lic. phil. 
Deborah Egger-Biniores, MSW 
Brigitte Egger, Dr.sc.nat.ETH 
John Hill, MA 
Doris Lier, lic. phil. 
Christiana Ludwig, MH 
Lucienne Marguerat, lic. phil. 
Isabelle Meier, Dr. phil. 
Dariane Pictet, AdvDipExPsy 
Katy Remark, PhD 
Bernard Sartorius, lic. theol. 
Regine Schweizer-Vüllers, Dr. phil. 
Craig Stephenson, PhD 
Erhard Trittibach, lic. theol. 
Ilsabe von Uslar, lic. phil. 
Ursula Wirtz, Dr. phil. 
Monique Wulkan, MA 

  

 
We ask for your understanding that the information provided here is subject to 
change. Please check the Odyssey website for updates: www.jungianodyssey.ch  

UPDATED: NOVEMBER 7, 2012 

ISAPZURICH INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF ANALYTICAL PSYCHOLOGY ZURICH  

 AGAP POST-GRADUATE JUNGIAN TRAINING  
 MEMBER, SWISS CHARTA FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY 
 OFFICE@ISAPZURICH.COM |  WWW.ISAPZURICH.COM 
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THE JUNGIAN ODYSSEY 2012  
The Jungian Odyssey is approaching its 7th 
year of success as an off-campus, English-
language retreat. At this event ISAPZURICH 
opens its post-graduate program to all with 
interest in CG Jung & Analytical Psychology. 
Returning this year to its first venue, Flüeli-
Ranft, the Odyssey affords immersion in  

landscapes that influenced Jung’s sense of 
psyche, and that infuse each retreat with a 
particular genius loci. Presenters deal with tra-
ditional Jungian areas of interest—myth, fairy 
tale, art, religion, dream—connecting these 
with contemporary research, clinical practice, 
personal and collective experience. 

LOVE  Traversing 
Its Peaks and Valleys 
This year’s Odyssey invites your journey to 
Flüeli-Ranft, a tiny agricultural village 
located at 2,388 feet (728 meters) in the 
central Swiss Alps. Lying at the entry of the 
Melch Valley in the Canton of Obwalden, 
Flüeli is best known as a place of 
pilgrimage, for it was home to Brother 
Klaus, the patron saint of Switzerland. We 
hope the serenity of this magnificent te-
menos of mountains, woodlands, and 

valleys will inspire all who join us to explore the heights and depths of the human soul. 

“… I have again and again been faced with the mystery of love and have never been able to 
figure out what it is” CG Jung (MDR, Vintage 1989, p. 353) 

Venue, Cost, Registration 
Our venue will be the Hotel Paxmontana, 
which was recently renovated to restore the 
original Art Nouveau interior. “As you drive 
up the gentle hill and spot the [hotel] on the 
crest, you will be immediately enchanted. 
Built in 1896 in the grand old Victorian 
resort style, the Paxmontana is a … four-
story mansion topped by a mansard roof 
with gabled windows, perky turrets, … 
green shutters, and wraparound balconies. 
The Paxmon-tana has nostalgic, old-world 
character, impeccable upkeep, outstanding 
gar-dens, and the genuine hospitality of an 

intimate, family-run hotel.”1 The guestrooms are simple but comfortable, with magnificent views of 
Lake Sarnen and the surrounding mountains, woodlands and Flüeli Gorge.  

Odyssey Fees Cover: Bus transport from Zurich to Paxmontana and back to Zurich • full room & 
board (excluding dinners on 2 excursion dates) • all retreat events. Price advantage with registration 
by March 6, 2012: single CHF 3120.00; double, per person, CHF 3000.00. Travel to and from Swit-
zerland is not included. For details and downloadable registration information please visit 
www.jungianodyssey.ch.* 

1 Leisureplanet.com at http://www.leisureplanet.com/hotel/ch/jugendstilhotel-hotel-paxmontana/ 
(accessed Oct. 15, 2011). 

*ISAP students are subject to other terms and deadlines, which are provided with the  
registration packet for the Spring Semester 2012. 
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EXCURSIONS 
 

A Walk in  
Brother Klaus’s Footsteps 

Josef Marty, lic. phil., our Jungian colleague, SGAP 
president and a native of the region, will lead a walking 
tour to the house where Brother Klaus was born in 1417 
and raised his own family of ten children. From here 
Josef will take us down the Flüeli Gorge, to visit the 
chapel and enter the cell where Brother Klaus spent the 
last twenty years of his of life as hermit and mystic. Ac-
cording to legend he fasted for twenty years, surviving 
only on the Holy Sacrament. CG Jung, who visited this 
place and studied Brother Klaus, believed that we not 
only learn from nature—but nature, our original mother, 
can nourish us in ways other than providing food. Thus, 
considering a similar belief held by many shamanist 
traditions, Jung conjectured that Brother Klaus drew 
sustenance from the invisible powers of this natural 
environment. After the excursion there will be an out-of-
pocket dinner at Via Cordis, Flüeli’s mediation center.  

A Trip to 
Mount Pilatus  
On this stunning trip the 
world’s steepest cog 
railway will trans-port us 
to the summit 
observatory on Mount 
Pilatus, rising to c 7,000 
feet (2,133 me-ters). The 
mountain is named after 
the Roman governor 

Pontius Pilate, alleged by legend to be buried here. Heavily fortified, the mountain holds embank-
ments of arms located beneath the visitors’ center. In medieval times, it was believed that dragons 
with healing powers lived in the rugged clefts and crevices. Jung himself wrote, “… Mount Pilatus is … 
particularly notorious for spooks—it is said to this day that Wotan practices his magic there ….” 
(MDR, Vintage 1989, p. 230) After the trip participants are on their own for dinner, which can be 
enjoyed among other places in the city of Lucerne. 
 

Photo Credits 

Cover photo: Hotel Paxmontana. Courtesy of Hotel Paxmontana. 
Page 2, photo center: Rohland Zumbühl, Flüeli-Ranft: © Rohland Zumbühl under Picswiss and the GNU-

Lizenz für freie Dokumentation, Version 1.2 oder einer späteren Version, veröffentlicht von der Free 
Software Foundation at http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8a/Flüeli-Ranft.ipg.jpg  
(accessed Oct. 16, 2011). 

Page 2, bottom, Hotel Paxmontana. Courtesy of Hotel Paxmontana. 
This page, photo top: Rohland Zumbühl, Wohnhaus von Bruder Klaus in Flüeli-Ranft, © Rohland Zumbühl 

under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license at 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sachseln-Wohnhaus-Bruder-Klaus.jpg (accessed Oct. 15, 
2011).  

This page, photo center: Berthold Werner, Flüeli-Ranft, The Upper Gorge Chapel with Brother Klaus’s Cell (to 
the left)), released to the public domain at 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flueli_Ranft_BW_1.JPG (accessed Oct. 16, 2011). 

This page, photo bottom: Cog Railway to Mt. Pilatus, at http://www.pilatus.ch/  
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW  Love: Traversing it Peaks and Boundaries 
 

Welcome Ceremony Stacy Wirth, MA, Co-Chair Introductions 
Marco Della Chiesa, Prof. lic. phil. and Isabelle Meier, Dr. phil. 
Introductory Remarks on Love, Individuation and Brother Klaus 

Keynote Address Ann Ulanov, PhD 
The Particularity of Love 

Special Guests James Hollis, PhD  
The Eden Project: The Psychodynamics of Relationship 

 Mark Hederman, PhD, Abbott of Glenstal  
Opalescent Wings: “Obelisks and Butterflies ad Infinitum” 

Faculty & Friends Katharina Casanova, lic. phil and Ilsabe von Uslar, lic. phil. 
Guided Imagination on Themes of Love: 
Create Your Own Poem, Picture or Clay Figure (W*) 

 

 Marco Della Chiesa, Prof.  lic. phil. 
Love and Live: Workshop with Psychodrama (W*) 

 Deborah Egger-Biniores, MSW  
Loves Differences in the Marriage and Couple Archetypes 

 Brigitte Egger, Dr.sc.nat.ETH  
Dante’s Cosmogonic Love Moves the Stars, May It Move Me 

 John Hill, MA  
Tristan and Isolde: Addressing Love’s Wounds 

 Doris Lier, lic. phil. 
A Doll’s House: An Interpretation of Henrik Ibsen’s Novel  
as a Story of Love 

Christiana Ludwig, MH 
A Poet’s Love Becoming Buried: Love and Individuation  
in Selected Songs by Heine and Schumann 

Lucienne Marguerat, lic. phil. 
The Importance of Kissing: The Embrace in the Drawings  
of Aloïse Corbaz 

 

 

… continued on next page 
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Daily: Lectures, seminars, workshops, morning mediation, open art atel-
ier, breakfast, lunch, and dinner (except on two excursion dates).  

(W*) Experiential workshops are excluded for analysts whose analysands 
and supervisees attend. 
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Brother Klaus’s Meditation Wheel  

Print by Peter Berger of Augsburg  

(ca. 1488), in Robert Durrer, Bruder Klaus. Die 
ältesten Quellen über den seligen Niklaus von Flüe 

 

CONTINUED—PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

Faculty & Friends Josef Marty, lic. phil. 
Walking Tour: In the Footsteps of Brother Klaus 

 Isabelle Meier, Dr. phil. 
Introduction to the Art Atelier (open daily) 

 Dariane Pictet, AdvDipExPsy 
Compassion in Buddhism 

 Katy Remark, PhD 
From Fusion to Attachment: Body-Centered Visualization  
with Couples (W*) 

 Bernard Sartorius, lic. theol.  
Eros and Psyche Revisited 

 Regine Schweizer-Vüllers, Dr. phil. 
Girumeta dalla Montagna: The Divine Girl in Traditional  
Italian Folksongs 

Craig Stephenson, PhD  
Combat Trauma and the Hard-Hearted in Grimm’s “Bearskin” 

Erhard Trittibach, lic. theol. 
Love: Between Addiction and Devotion 

Stacy Wirth, MA  
Take the Chance—Creative Movement Workshop 
(open to all) 

Ursula Wirtz, Dr. phil.  
Analysis: Love’s Labor of Transformation 
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Monique Wulkan, MA  
Body-Grounding Love: Experiential Workshop with  
Movement, Dance, Active Imagination (W*) 

  
Farewell Address—Gala Dinner and Dancing 
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ODYSSEY PRELUDE JUNE 5–8, 2012 
The Prelude offers Odyssey participants the chance to experience day-to-day life at ISAP, and to 
take part in special events of the spring semester. For details on options and costs, download the 
Prelude Information & Registration form at www.jungianodyssey.ch, or contact us (see below). 
Preview: 

• Attend ISAP spring semester courses on campus at reduced entry 

• Join the excursion to a place of historic interest for friends of Jung 

• Attend a dinner with members of the ISAP community 

• Meet with a member of the Admissions Committee* 

Director ursula.ulmer@isapzurich.com 

• Attend analysis or supervision*  
Directory of Analysts www.isapzurich.com 

 For help finding an analyst write to counseling.service@isapzurich.com 

* Kindly make appointments with the Admissions Committee, Counseling Service and individ-

ual analysts well ahead of your arrival. Initial orientation meetings with the Admissions Com-

mittee and Counseling Service are free of charge. Fees for analytical sessions and supervision vary 
according the analyst and are paid directly to the individual. 

YOUR STAY IN ZURICH 
For your stay in Zurich—during the Prelude or otherwise—a number of rooms for your own booking 
are reserved at special prices. Due to the limited space, we advise your prompt reservation. For the 
list of hotels and payment instructions, visit www.jungianodyssey.ch. 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR 
Saturday, June 9  Bus from Zürich to Flüeli-Ranft  
 Departure 10:00 AM – Arrival approx. 11:45 AM 

Saturday, June 16 Buses from Flüeli-Ranft to Zurich  
 Departure 6:oo AM – Arrival approx. 7:30 AM  
 Departure 9:oo AM – Arrival approx. 10:30 PM 

 
  

CONTACTS Jungian Odyssey Committee 

info@jungianodyssey.ch 
Fax +41 (0)43 268 56 19 

ISAPZURICH 
Hochstrasse 38  
8044 Zurich 
Switzerland 
 

Isabelle Meier, Dr. phil. 
Stacy Wirth, MA 
John Hill, MA 
Nancy Cater, PhD 
Stefan Boëthius, PhD 
Katy Remark, PhD  

Co-Chair 
Co-Chair 
Academic Chair 
Honorary Advisor 
Web Master 
Assistance 

   

Visit the Photo Gallery Jungian Odyssey 2011 
http://s.ehnberg.net/JO2011 
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ISAPZURICH 
AGAP The Association of Graduate Analytical Psy-
chologists (AGAP International) is a Swiss-domiciled, 
professional society founded in 1954. To date its mem-
bers number to nearly 600 world-wide. AGAP is a 
founding member of the International Association of 
Analytical Psychology (IAAP), with training privileges. In 
2004 AGAP established the International School of Ana-
lytical Psychology Zurich—ISAPZURICH.  

ISAP On the home turf of the renowned Swiss psycho-
logist CG Jung, ISAP conducts full-time post-graduate 
training that leads to a Diploma in Analytical Psychology. As a member of the Swiss Charta for Psy-
chotherapy, ISAP is recognized by the Health Department of Canton Zurich as a psychotherapy 
training institution. True to the Zurich tradition, ISAP’s faculty members, guest instructors and train-
ees from around the world enrich the program with a variety of professional and cultural back-
grounds. Lectures and seminars are held in German and English, while personal analysis and super-
vision are conducted in a number of other languages as well.  

Graduates of the diploma program qualify to apply for membership in AGAP and the IAAP. As IAAP 
members ISAP graduates are entitled to professional practice as Jungian analysts and psychothera-
pists, depending on regional laws. 

Community Outreach ISAP reaches out to a greater community by opening its regular lectures 
and the Jungian Odyssey to the general public. Continuing education is offered for general interest, 
as well as for professionals within and outside of the field of psychology. ISAP’s Counseling Service 
holds confidential, cost-free consultations leading to referrals for counseling, psychotherapy or analy-
sis in a number of languages and at reasonable rates. 

Become a Donor To continue flourishing, 
ISAP relies on the support of friends. Dona-
tions made through AGAP are exempt from 
general communal, cantonal and federal 
tax in Switzerland. Donors from the United 
States may receive tax exemptions through 
the Foundation for International Jungian 
Psychoanalytic Training in Zurich (FIT). If 
you would like to contribute please contact 
our treasurer about our special projects and 
needs: Stefan Boëthius 
stefan.boethius@isapzurich.com  
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TYPISCH MANN? TYPISCH FRAU? 

GESCHLECHTSORIENTIERUNG  
UND SEXUELLE INDENTITÄT 

  
See the complete 
Jungian Odyssey Series 
Volumes I – IV 

VORTRÄGE, WORKSHOPS, PODIUM 

SA, 17. MÄRZ, 9.30 – 17.00 

  
Spring  
Journal 
Books 

Series Editors 
Stacy Wirth 
Isabelle Meier 
John Hill 
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ISAPZURICH KONTAKTE 
maerztagung@isapzurich.com 
+41 (0)76 380 34 43 

  

WWW.SPRINGJOURNALANDBOOKS.COM 


